Effect of jar shape on high-energy planetary ball milling efficiency: Simulations and experiments
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Abstract

Enhanced comminution in a planetary ball mill was achieved by suitably re-designing the jar shape. Compared with a traditional cylindrical vial of circular cross-section, the new jar was modified internally to have a flat wall portion resulting in a half moon cross-section. Results from simulations using a multibody dynamics software, suggest that this geometry increases the number of high-velocity collisions with energy exchange along the axial direction, deemed as more effective in the comminution process. X-ray diffraction line profiles of calcium fluoride (CaF\textsubscript{2}) ground in the two jars under equivalent conditions were used to obtain information on the microstructure resulting from the milling process and validate the modelling results. A better homogeneity and a faster reduction of crystallite size were achieved using the new design compared to that using the standard cylindrical vial design. Optimal operating conditions, in terms of jar-to-plate angular velocity ratio, are correlated and discussed according to the model predictions.
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1. Introduction

Planetary ball milling is a widespread and versatile technique for the structural and microstructural properties tuning of almost any kind of material. It is often used to grind materials down to the nanoscale, generally providing both comminution and incorporation of defects by extensive plastic deformation, thus supplying the conditions for mechanical activation [1,2]. Remarkable examples are the mechanical alloying of metals as well as the direct and indirect synthesis of ceramics [3–5]. The method has also proved to be effective in the mechanical exfoliation of bulk systems, for the large-scale production of two-dimensional nanostructured materials - such as graphene and boron nitride nanosheets [6,7], nowadays of utmost scientific and technological interest. Although rather simple in terms of geometry and working principles (see Fig. 1 and e.g. [8]), the versatility and efficiency of the planetary ball mill depend very much on the appropriate tuning of a multitude of milling variables. Among the others, the number and size of the balls, the jar geometry and the velocity of revolving parts should certainly be mentioned. The setup parameters strongly influence the ball trajectories, which, in turn, determine the nature and magnitude of the impulsive forces transferred by milling media collisions. These forces can be divided into normal and shear components: the former should promote fracture while shear components induce plastic deformation [9,10,6].
As an alternative to extensive experimental testing, deemed as expensive and time-consuming to the point of being most often unfeasible, a dynamic-mechanical model of planetary ball milling was adopted [11] to fine-tune milling parameters and establish correlations with the end-product. This model, based on a simple contact scheme depending on a few easily estimable parameters, supplies quick and accurate predictions of system efficiency under different operating conditions and is, in principle, valid for any material of interest. The effect of jar ($\omega$) and plate ($\Omega$) velocities was investigated, providing a detailed picture of the kinematics and dynamics of the milling bodies, together with a description of contact events, supporting an outright understanding of ball motion regimes. An assessment of the kinetic energy available, both along normal and tangential directions, was obtained and results were validated against experimental data. In particular, best milling conditions, corresponding to the highest impact energy, were found to correlate with the most disordered ball motion, which develops within a well-defined range of jar-to-plate velocity ratios ($\omega/\Omega+1$).

Beyond the influence of plate and jar angular velocities, the present work investigates the effect of jar shape on the process efficiency. Particularly, the ratio of normal-to-shear transferred loads was considered to be an essential parameter in the design of end product characteristics, in terms of structure and microstructure. To increase the number of collisions with high-normal-velocity component, a new type of jar was designed. Simulation results, obtained using the above-mentioned multibody dynamics model, were analyzed in terms of kinetic energy, balls trajectories and probability distribution of velocities, in both the normal and tangential directions. The experimental validation was supported by X-ray Powder Diffraction Line Profile Analysis (XRPD-LPA) of ground calcium fluoride (CaF2).

2. Methods

Planetary ball mills consist of two or more jars rotating both around its own axis and the line of symmetry of the supporting plate (radius RP=125 mm, see Fig. 1). The motion of the milling media (balls) inside the vial, which is driven by the resulting field of two centrifugal forces and the Coriolis force, causes impacts that transfer compressive and shear forces to the powder charge. These forces lead to structural and microstructural alterations and/or mechanochemical effects [13,14]. As shown by Burgio et al. [15], at optimum milling conditions the trajectory ideal for a single ball follows a point on the vial circumference until the resulting field of forces acts to carry the ball across the jar to the opposite point, perpendicularly to the jar surface. In a real scenario, trajectories depend on the interactions between many balls and forces are exchanged in every possible direction with respect to the impact reference frame. To enhance the normal component of the transferred force, a half-moon shaped jar (HM) is proposed, with a design based on a flat surface halfway between the original curved wall and the vial axis. This way, when balls rolling along jar wall approach the flat surface, they are forced to follow the ideal path, therefore increasing the amount of energy along impact axis and thus causing a more intense comminution effect.

2.1. Computer simulations

Computer simulations are a useful tool to explore thoroughly and characterize the milling process, providing insights into kinematic and dynamic quantities, mostly inaccessible to experiments. In this study, the Fritsch Pulverisette 4 (P4 [16]) planetary ball mill, equipped with either the Cylindrical (CY) or the HM jar, was modelled using the multibody dynamics software MSC.Adams [17], as reported in [11]. Twelve steel balls (radius 6 mm) were placed randomly inside each jar and angular velocities $\omega$ and $\Omega$ were applied to the two cylindrical shafts connecting the revolving parts (physical properties of the milling media and jars are reported in Table 1). Owing to the intrinsic multibody nature of the system, the solution of the Lagrangian equations of motion of the milling media was determined using the Hilbert-Hughes-Taylor (HHT, [18,19]) integrator, with automatic step tuning and maximum numerical error of $10^{-8}$. Simulations lasted 24 s but, to allow motion homogenization after media
insertion, the first 4 s were discarded during data analysis. It is worth noting that the powder charge, typically a few percent volume of the milling media, was not explicitly modelled but accounted for by a suitable selection of contact and friction parameters. This choice was based on the work by Rosenkranz et al. [20] who, by inspecting camera images revealing the formation of powder coatings on balls and jar surfaces, concluded that the presence of the mill feed strongly affects friction coefficients while not substantially influences restitution and therefore damping properties. To account for friction within the MSC.Adams model, the force prescribed by the (hard-coded) Coulomb model was added to the equation of motion with the friction coefficient, expressed as a function of slip velocity, smoothly varying from the static ($\mu_s$) to the dynamic ($\mu_d$) value. These parameters can be experimentally determined, for example by pin-on-disc tribological tests [21], for each couple of analyzed materials.

The contact scheme plays a crucial role, as it rules the interactions among rigid bodies. The hard-coded MSC.Adams impact function, belonging to the continuous approach [22], adds a force-displacement law to the equation of motion, including the contribution of a non-linear spring, $F_k$, and a linear damper, $F_d$, (Dubowsky and Freudenstein impact pair model [23]),

$$ F_c = F_k + F_d = ku^n + cu, $$

where $u$ and $u_\perp$ are the relative displacement and velocity of colliding bodies, whereas $k$ and $c$ are the spring generalized stiffness and the damping coefficient, respectively. To prevent discontinuities, $c$ varies from 0 to a maximum value, $c_{max}$, depending on the relative displacement of colliding bodies. An estimate of $c_{max}$ was determined from the classical solution of the damped vibration of a mass spring system [23], starting from the experimental measurement of the coefficient of restitution (ball-against-plane drop test [24]), $e$. Then, a parametric numerical analysis provided the $u$ value at which $c_{max}$ has to be applied. For the spring component, fixing $n=3/2$, an estimate of $k$ was derived from the Hertzian theory of contact [25], applied both to the ball-ball and to the ball-plane (approximating the jar surface) impacts. Values of parameters introduced in contact and friction schemes in this study, are reported in Table 2.

The typical simulation output consists of a complete set of dynamic variables for milling media as well as quantities pertaining to each contact event, thus allowing for a full understanding of the evolution of the investigated system. Moreover, each computed quantity can be decomposed into normal and tangential components with respect to the local impact reference frame, thus highlighting preferential directions for energy exchange between milling media and mill feed. The most intuitive quantities to investigate are the trajectories of milling media, offering a quick understanding of the complexity of the motion, directly related to the energy transfer mechanism (see [11]). To compare the efficiency of the different jars, it is also useful to calculate the impact kinetic energy of the system (EI), normalized over jar volume ($V$) and simulation time ($\tau$), i.e. the impact power density. This quantity is computed in the impact reference frame to provide an upper bound estimate of the energy available for grinding the mill charge [26–29,20],

$$ \frac{E_I}{(\tau \ V)} = \frac{1}{2 \tau V} \sum_{j=1}^{C} \frac{m_1 m_2}{m_1 + m_2} \dot{u}_j^2, $$

where $m_i$ is the mass of the $i$-th colliding body (the mass of the jar is assumed to be infinity) and $u_\perp$ the relative velocity. The summation runs over $C$, which is the number of points sampling collisions during the simulation time period ($\tau$) with mean output step size of $\sim 3E-3$ (integrator parameters are $h_{max} = 1E-6$ and step = 100). It must thus be stressed that the absolute scale for the power impact density implicitly depends on the choice of these parameters and therefore is arbitrary and not directly comparable with power available in a real apparatus. The normalization factor $V$ accounts for the different internal volume of the jars, respectively 72 ml (CY) and 62 ml (HM), limiting the space for ball motion and thus the transferred energy. By introducing the components of the relative velocity
along \((u_n)\) or perpendicular \((u_t)\) to the impact axis, this quantity can be decomposed into its normal and tangential components, thus highlighting the preferential mode of energy exchange. Finally, an additional view of the energy exchange mechanism, completing the comparison between CY and HM jars, is provided by the probability distribution of the relative velocities of colliding bodies during impacts.

2.2. Experimental techniques

X-Ray powder diffraction (XRPD) was employed to characterize the structure and microstructure of the end product, in order to assess the effect of grinding conditions and validate the model. XRPD patterns were collected using CuK\(\alpha\) radiation and a Rigaku PMG/VH diffractometer with a set of optical components (slits and bent graphite analyzer crystal) producing a narrow and symmetrical instrumental line profile across a wide angular region. The instrumental response was assessed by measuring a NIST SRM sample (660aLaB6, [30]), modelled by pseudoVoigt functions and parameterized to be used in following analyses of the powder pattern [31]. Ball milled fluorite samples were analyzed under the same experimental conditions and details can be found in [11,32]. The powder patterns were analyzed by Whole Powder Pattern Modelling (WPPM, [31–34]), assuming a lognormal distribution of spherical nanocrystalline domains and dislocations generated by the grinding process [35,37]. Besides information on mean size \(\langle D \rangle\) and dispersion of the scattering domains, the WPPM analysis provides data on the inhomogeneous strain distribution, which can be related to the dislocation density \(\rho\) according to the theory of Krivolgalz and Wilkens (see [31] and references therein). As an example of WPPM analysis, XRPD experimental data and modelling results for pristine and ground fluorite (HM jar, \(\omega/\Omega+1=−2.2\)) are reported in Fig. 2.

3. Results and discussion

The main purpose of this work was to investigate the different grinding actions of the CY and HM jars and the dependence of the process efficiency on the plate \((\Omega)\) and jar \((\omega)\) velocities. To properly account for mill charge and to compare numerical and experimental data collected on ground fluorite samples, two extreme conditions were simulated, namely the (i) steel-steel (i.e. milling media only, no mill charge) and the (ii) steel-fluorite interactions (i.e. jar surface completely covered by fluorite). The experimental case was expected to fall between these two boundary conditions. As previously discussed, no parameters were changed apart from the friction coefficients (Table 2) to simulate the two cases.

Fig. 3 illustrates the impact power density (Eq. (2)) for steel-steel interaction for sets of simulations performed at different fixed angular plate velocities \(\Omega\) and increasing \(\omega\). Interestingly, \(\Omega\) strongly affects the amount of energy exchanged in the process, whereas it moderately alters the location, in terms of \(\omega/\Omega+1\), of the maximum of the curve, corresponding to the maximum overall efficiency of the process. While the CY jar transfers the largest power at approximately \(\omega/\Omega+1=−2.6\), the optimal condition of the HM jar, although less energetic than its CY counterpart, extends over a wider range, from \(\omega/\Omega+1=−1.8\) to \(−2.2\). The HM jar, therefore, has a more robust grinding action, being less sensitive to variations in milling parameters. Moreover, it should be noted that the volume and the longest free path for ball motion is smaller for the HM than for the CY jar, thus resulting in reduced acceleration, velocity and kinetic energy transfer from the milling media to the powder. The analysis of ball trajectories reveals a correlation between motion regimes and energetic efficiency (see Fig. 3). In particular, by decreasing the angular velocity ratio, both jars demonstrate an increasingly disordered cascading motion, until it turns into a cataracting regime, providing the best milling conditions (see [11]). Above a threshold value of angular velocity ratio, balls tend to roll on (CY) or stitch to (HM) the jar surface, therefore strongly limiting the amount of transferred energy.

Fig. 4 reports the ball-ball \((a)\) and ball-jar \((b)\) components of the impact power density calculated for \(\Omega= 200\) rpm, further divided into normal and tangential components with respect to the local impact
reference frame. In both cases, contacts among balls clearly play the major role and the largest power is exchanged in the tangential direction. However, it is interesting to notice that the ratio of energy transferred in the normal direction to the total energy (EI(normal/total)) is larger for the HM than for the CY jar: this information is crucial to design a milling process exchanging energy along a specific direction.

The probability distribution of the relative velocities of colliding bodies is reported in Fig. 5 for both jars. Even if the overall efficiency, as already pointed out, is higher for CY than for HM jar, the comparison of relative velocities offers insights into the typical ranges of exchanged energies. Before and at the angular velocity ratio ω/Ω+1= −1.8, corresponding to the HM jar optimal milling conditions (upper part of Fig. 5), for the tangential component the CY jar exhibits a larger number of high-relative-velocity events (say, N500 mm/s). Turning to the normal velocity, by contrast, the HM jar performs better. Although the relative frequency of high-velocity impacts is tiny, it should be noticed that this type of impact exchanges the highest amount of energy, and is, therefore, the most effective in the comminution process. In fact, fragmentation and related phenomena (e.g. work-hardening) are strictly nonlinear, so the sum of energy released by low-relative-velocity contacts may not be as significant as that associated to a single high-relative-velocity event [38]. In particular, impacts along the normal direction are supposed to fracture brittle powders more efficiently than impacts with a strong tangential component [9,10,6]; therefore, as the fraction of significant events along the normal direction is higher in HM than in the CY jar, the former is expected to be more effective in size reduction of brittle materials such as fluorite.

Fig. 6 depicts the map of the balls-jar contact events and their magnitude in terms of relative velocity in normal direction for ω/Ω+1= −1.8. While in the CY jar the collision density is uniform, this is not true for the HM jar, where regions with higher impact density/magnitude exist, particularly concentrated near the upper corner. In agreement with ω and Ω rotation wise, this indicates an increase in number of balls following the ideal trajectory of high-energy exchange in the normal direction for the HM jar, as expected at the design stage.

For an angular velocity ratio ω/Ω+1= −2.6, the efficiency of the CY jar becomes the highest, while HM exchanges markedly less energy (see Figs. 4 and 5). Beyond this value, a ball-rolling mode establishes in both jars and high-relative-velocity impacts almost vanish. CY jar efficiency is still higher than HM’s but, as discussed later, experimental data demonstrate that this condition is generally not so effective. The right side of Fig. 5 reports the tangential component of the relative velocities of colliding bodies: for higher-relative-velocity events, CY always exceeds the HM jar.

So far, only the steel-steel case (i.e. no powder charge) has been discussed. To validate model predictions, a comparison of simulations and experimental XRPD data was performed for calcium fluoride (milled at Ω= 200 rpm for 32 h). As already stated, the effect of the mill charge in simulations has been accounted for by modifying the coefficients in the friction parameters (µs and µd, see Table 2).

For the HM jar, Fig. 7a illustrates the comparison between the impact power density computed for plate velocity Ω=200 rpm, both for the steel-steel (no feed) and the steel-fluorite interaction cases. As shown for the CY jar in [11], the presence of a fluorite charge reduces friction and (i) shifts the ω/Ω+1 position of the maximum efficiency to more negative values and (ii) increases the absolute value of the exchanged power density in the HM jar too. In particular, the broad plateau centered at ω/Ω+1= −1.8 found for the steel-steel interaction is replaced by a sharp maximum at ω/Ω+1= −2.2. The same figure also reports results of the WPPM analysis of experimental XRPD patterns collected on fluorite samples ground in the HM jar under the same conditions as those considered in the simulations. Microstructural data are proposed in terms of (i) average size (⟨D⟩) of spherical crystallites (i.e. coherent scattering domains) and (ii) dislocation density (ρ). In particular, the more efficient the process, the more ⟨D⟩ is expected to decrease (better comminution) whereas ρ, which broadly includes a large variety of defects, is supposed to increase [39–45]. These quantities can be
also related to the mechanical properties of the end product, by means of two expressions describing the effect on microstructure of the milling process; namely, (i) the Hall-Petch relation \[46,47\],

\[
\sigma_y = \sigma_i + \frac{k_y}{\sqrt{D}}.
\]

where \(\sigma_y\) is the yield stress, \(\sigma_i\) the starting stress for dislocations movement and \(k_y\) the strengthening coefficient of the material; and (ii) the Taylor equation of work hardening \[48\],

\[
\sigma_y = \sigma_i + \alpha G b \sqrt{\rho},
\]

where \(G\) is the shear modulus, \(b\) the magnitude of Burgers vector and \(\alpha\) a correction factor specific to the material. From these two relations it can be deduced that, the smaller the grain size, the greater is \(\sigma_y\) and, the higher is \(\rho\), the more hardened becomes the material.

Interestingly, Fig. 7a shows that the impact power density computed from simulations nicely maps the Hall-Petch trend of experimental data, lying in between the steel-steel and steel-fluorite cases, thus validating the simulations and the speculations on HM jar efficiency. The same applies, to a certain extent, to the dislocation density which however shows a steep increase around \(\omega/\Omega+1 = -0.6\) and a broad plateau below this value.

A comparison of experimental results of fluorite milled in HM and CY jars is shown in Fig. 7b. Two points should be noticed: (i) a smaller crystallite size is obtained in the HM jar than in the CY, whereas (ii) the maximum dislocation density is comparable but more peaked for the CY than for the HM one. A possible explanation for the former observation, perfectly compatible with computer simulations, lies in the larger fraction of collisions along impact axis (compression), which are more efficient to comminute the brittle powder charge \[9,10,6\]. On the contrary, the cylindrical jar exhibits a relatively larger amount of dislocations at its best performance, due to the higher energy exchange in the tangential mode, which better supports shear deformation components.

In terms of overall performances, it is worth stressing that the HM jar exhibits a wider range of optimal conditions than the CY, thus allowing more robust control of the milling process, reflected on the homogeneity of the resulting powder in terms of domain (crystallite) size. Indeed, as observed in \[36,37\], traditional CY jars mostly produce inhomogeneous powders, with a ground fraction (fine) coexisting with less-tonot ground powder (coarse). This information, for the discussed case study, is revealed in Fig. 8, depicting the distribution of crystallite sizes of calcium fluoride powders ground in the CY and HM jars at increasing velocity ratios, \(\omega/\Omega+1\). XRPD data modelling were obtained by WPPM analysis \[31\] by imposing two lognormal distributions, corresponding respectively to the fine and the coarse fluoride fractions. The existence of these two fractions was also supported by Scanning Electron Microscopy images (see supplementary information in \[12\]) and confirmed by solid state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy studies \[36,37\]. As shown in Fig. 8, powder ground inside the HM jar is homogeneous (namely a single lognormal curve is enough to model the data) across a relatively broader range of \(\omega/\Omega+1\) velocity ratios than the CY. A more detailed discussion, including the effect of milling time, is reported in \[12\].

4. Conclusions

In this work, an innovative jar design for the planetary ball mill has been proposed. The aim of the design was to enhance comminution of the mill charge by providing an increased fraction of energy exchange along the impact, axis with respect to a traditional cylindrical vial. To pursue this goal, a flat wall portion was inserted halfway between the original curved wall and the axis of the jar, resulting in an half-moon cross-section. A rigorous investigation of the HM jar and a comparison with the CY jar has been presented, employing both a dynamic-mechanical multibody model and X-ray powder
diffraction data. Specifically, the effect of jar and plate angular velocities on vials efficiency has been discussed in terms of impact power density and the probability distribution of relative velocities of colliding bodies, both divided into normal and perpendicular components with respect to the impact axis. Although globally exchanging less energy than the CY jar, the normal fraction is higher for the HM vial which also provides a larger amount of high-normal-relative-velocity impacts, supposed to be the most effective in the fracture process of brittle powders (calcium fluoride in this study). Moreover, the range of jar-to-plate velocity ratio, corresponding to the highest efficiency (and most disordered ball motion), is wider for the HM ($\omega/\Omega+1$ from $-1.8$ to $-2.2$) than for the CY jar (peaked at $\omega/\Omega+1=-2.6$). Therefore, being less sensitive to milling parameters, the HM jar provides more robust grinding. Modelling predictions are supported and validated by X-ray Powder Diffraction Line Profile Analysis, giving insights into average crystallite size and defect content of the ground powder. While the CY jar produces a larger amount of defects and a homogeneous ground powder only at best milling condition, the HM gives a more uniform and finer end product across a broader range of jar-to-plate velocity ratios. This ongoing research proceeds with the study of different jar geometries, to enhance either the normal or the perpendicular fraction of exchanged energy allowing for the tailoring of the end product characteristics.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical properties of CY, HM jars and milling media for the presented case study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CY, HM jars (AISI 304)</th>
<th>Spheres (AISI C1020)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>8.03 g/cm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young modulus</td>
<td>193 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values introduced in the contact and friction models and methods used for their derivation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sphere-sphere generalized contact stiffness, \( k_s \) | 252,146 N/mm²² |
| Sphere-plane generalized contact stiffness, \( k_p \) | 350,236 N/mm²² |
| Restitution coefficient, \( e \) | 0.516 |
| Steel-Steel \( \mu \) | 0.80 |
| Steel-Steel \( \mu_s \) | 0.25 |
| Steel-Fluorite \( \mu_s \) | 0.20 |

Hertz theory, Drop test, \( e = \sqrt{5/\mu} \), Damped mass-spring system solution, Literature, Tribological test.
Fig. 1. Planetary ball mill installing the half-moon jar and definition of rotation (ω) and revolution (Ω) angular velocities. The design of the new half-moon shaped jar is also reported.

Fig. 2. XRD pattern of (coarse-grained) pristine fluoride powder (a); same powder after ball-milling in half-moon jar, for 32 h at ω/Ω = 1 = −2.2 (b). Experimental data (red circle) are shown with the WPPM profile (blue line) and their difference (residual, green line below). The inset shows the same data in log scale to highlight details and profile modelling quality; some of the weak peaks (*) are from MgO, present as impurity phase and also included in the WPPM. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 3. Impact power density (Eq. (2)) for the steel-steel interaction, for the cylindrical (left) and the half moon (right) jars. Curves are computed for different plate velocities (Ω). The typical ball trajectories corresponding to the different ω/Ω + 1 velocity ratios are also sketched.
Fig. 4. Impact power density (Eq. (3)) for the steel-steel interaction, for the cylindrical (left) and the half-moon (right) jar computed for \( \Omega = 200 \text{ rpm} \) and divided into ball-ball and ball-jar contacts contributions. These quantities are also broken down into normal and tangential components (with respect to the local impact reference frame). The yellow line depicts the fraction of energy exchanged along the impact axis (\( E_i/\text{Normal/Total} \)). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
\( \omega + 1 = -1.8 \)

Fig. 5. Probability distribution of normal (penetration, left) and tangential (slip, right) components of the relative velocity of colliding bodies for both \( \omega + 1 = -1.8 \) and \( \omega + 1 = -2.6 \) (being \( \Omega = 200 \text{ rpm} \)), respectively corresponding to the highest-efficiency condition for the HM and CY jars. The insets report, in linear scale, the difference between HM and CY probability distributions.

\( \omega + 1 = -2.6 \)

Fig. 6. Map of balls-jar contact events in the CY (left) and HM (right) jars at \( \Omega = 200 \text{ rpm} \) and \( \omega + 1 = -1.8 \), for the steel-steel interaction case. The relative velocities during each collision define the color scale and the radius of each point. HM jar clearly shows a concentration of events in the upper corner.
Fig. 7. (a) Comparison of simulated and experimental data collected for calcium fluoride ground in the HM jar. Impact power density computed from simulations for the steel-steel ($E_{\text{steel}}$, blue pentagons) and the steel-fluorite ($E_{\text{CF}}$, grey triangles) interactions nicely maps the trend of experimental data, expressed as the reciprocal of the square root of the average crystallite size ($1/\sqrt{D}$, green diamonds), calculated from the X-ray powder diffraction pattern of milled calcium fluoride. The dislocation density ($\rho$, violet circles) is also reported, expressing the deviation from the corresponding ideal structure. Right (b), the same experimental data for the CY and HM jars are compared, illustrating the difference between the two jar shapes, in terms of crystallite size and dislocation density, characterizing the end-product at each velocity ratio. Interestingly, while the maximum of these two quantities coincides for the CY case, it is different for the HM jar. Both for experimental and computed data, $\Omega = 200$ rpm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. WPPF model of crystalline domain size probability distribution of fluoride ground in CY (red) and HM (blue) jars for 32 h at increasing velocity ratios, $\omega/\Omega + 1$. HM jar produces an homogeneous size distribution powder (one lognormal curve) for a wider range of $\omega/\Omega + 1$ than CY. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)